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Abstract11

The organization of physics knowledge (degree of coherence and nature of concep-12

tual change) was studied in 89 6–10-year-old children using the concept of sound. We13

attempted to determine whether children apply properties of objects to sound or if they14

consider sounds as a vibratory process. Three properties of physical objects were studied:15

substantiality, weight, and permanence. The younger children considered sound more like16

an object than the older children did. Substantiality was attributed to sound more often17

than were weight and permanence. Based on the substantiality data, four mental models18

were identified (sound cannot pass through other objects unless there are holes, sound can19

pass through solids if it is harder than they are, sound is immaterial, sound is a vibratory20

process). We concluded that conceptual change in knowledge about sound does not hap-21

pen through the sudden transfer of the concept from the ontological category of matter to22

the ontological category of processes, but rather through a slow and gradual process of23

belief revision, in the course of which the various properties of matter are abandoned in24

a hierarchical order.25
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1. Introduction28

The purpose of this study was to explore the nature and structure of children’s29

naive knowledge in physics, and more specifically, their understanding of sound.30

Sound was chosen for two main reasons. The first is that little is known about31

children’s representations of sound; the second is that although sound is an every-32

day phenomenon it is taught very late in school in France, where the present study33

took place. This situation therefore offers a good opportunity for studying the naive34

knowledge that children develop before being influenced by formal instruction in35

science.36

From the scientific point of view, sound is produced by the vibrations of an object37

that has been struck by some source of energy. These vibrations are propagated38

through an elastic medium which gradually transmits the state of compression39

or dilation, without transport of matter. The important point here is that sound40

is a process of energy transmission and therefore has the physical properties of41

processes, not those of objects.42

According toPiaget (1971), 4–5-year-old children think that nothing passes43

between an emitting object and people’s ears. For 6-year-old children, sounds44

“live” in objects even when we do not hear them, go to ears or anywhere else, and45

then return to their “home.” By the age of 7, children start conceiving of sound as46

moving in straight lines in all directions. Finally, after age 11, sound is understood47

as a kind of “tapping” that resonates and spreads with the mediation of air (it48

can also be conceived of as air itself). For older subjects, studies conducted with49

novices and experts in physics have shown that some novices conceive of sound50

as made of a substance (Linder, 1993; Linder & Erickson, 1989; Maurines, 1992).51

Our study falls within the general trend of research showing that knowledge is52

structured in a domain-specific way (Wellman & Gelman, 1992, 1997). Hirschfeld53

and Gelman (1994) defined a domain as “a body of knowledge that identifies and54

interprets a class of phenomena assumed to share certain properties and to be of a55

distinct and general type” (p. 21). Biology, mind, physics, and number are the main56

domains studied. Naive representations that children build from their everyday57

experience are studied in order to find out if and how knowledge is organized,58

but different hypotheses have been advanced on these points. One of the main59

differences lies in the coherence attributed to this knowledge and in the nature of the60

hypothesized conceptual change. Three of these hypotheses which are particularly61

relevant to the study of knowledge in the domain of physics, are presented briefly62

below: ontological categories, naive theories, and knowledge in pieces.63

The first emphasizes the role played by ontological categories, i.e., fundamental64

categories through which different forms of existence would be grasped directly65

(Chi, 1992; Keil, 1989). According to Chi, Slotta, and Leeuw (1994), entities in66

the world belong to ontological categories such as matter, processes and men-67

tal states. Each of these primary categories is seen as the root of a tree divided68

into several ontological subcategories. Misconceptions are attributed to a mis-69

match between the ontological category to which subjects assign a concept and70
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the ontological category to which the concept usually belongs. In this frame-71

work, conceptual change occurs through the reassignment of a concept from one72

category to another. As such, it is assumed to be a rather sudden shift: “Once73

a concept has been re-represented on a different ontological tree, the concept74

immediately inherits the attributes of that tree. This immediate inheritance can75

provide the ‘aha’ phenomenon” (Chi, 1997, p. 230). In physics, people have76

trouble understanding concepts such as electrical current, heat, light, and force,77

because they assign these entities to the category of matter when in fact they78

belong to the ontological category of processes, more specifically to the subcate-79

gory of processes called “constraint-based-interaction” (CBI). The attributes of the80

constraint-based-interaction category are: no beginning or end, uniform in mag-81

nitude, simultaneous, multidirectional, non-causal, constraint satisfaction, and so82

forth. According toChi (1992), it is more difficult to transfer a concept from one83

branch to another branch of the same ontological tree than from one ontological84

tree to another ontological tree, as is the case when an entity conceived of as matter85

has to be re-represented as a process.86

The second hypothesis, which we see to Vosniadou (Vosniadou, 1992, 1994;87

Vosniadou & Ioannides, 1998) and toCarey (1985, 1991), is that naive knowledge88

is also organized, but within theories that are acquired in the course of develop-89

ment. The term “theory” is used to denote a relational, explanatory structure in90

which concepts are embedded and by which they are constrained. Vosniadou pro-91

posed two levels of depth in naive theories: framework versus specific theories.92

Naive framework theories are built early in infancy and are based on some funda-93

mental ontological and epistemological presuppositions that define a domain (for94

example, the presuppositions of permanence, solidity, continuity, and so forth for95

the domain of matter). Specific theories are built from everyday experiences or96

instruction to explain a limited range of phenomena (for example, the shape of97

the earth). They are based on beliefs that give rise to mental models, under the98

constraints or presuppositions of the framework theory. The distinction between99

these two levels of depth in theories allows us to explain why some conceptual100

changes are more difficult than others. Beliefs are presumably easier to revise than101

the presuppositions entrenched in a framework theory. In addition to the construct102

of naive theory,Vosniadou (1992, 1994)borrows the construct of mental model103

from Gentner and Stevens (1983)andJohnson-Laird (1983). She considers that104

a theory is based on a few abstract and stable core presuppositions or beliefs, but105

that a mental model is a transient and analogical construction, elaborated on the106

spot for the purposes of solving a given problem. When an initial mental model is107

invalidated, either by everyday experience or by socially-transmitted knowledge,108

different kinds of conceptual change are possible. The less radical change consists109

in building a synthetic mental model that integrates new knowledge in a way com-110

patible with the constraints of the framework theory. The more radical and more111

difficult change consists in revising the presuppositions of the framework theory.112

According to Vosniadou, the presuppositions embedded in naive theories are113

tacit, but given that they constrain mental models, they can be inferred from them.114
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In their study on children’s representations of the shape of the earth, for example,115

Vosniadou and Brewer (1992)inferred from the mental models children develop116

about the shape of the earth that these models are constrained by two presupposi-117

tions which are part of a more general naive theory of physics: (1) the ground is flat,118

and (2) unsupported things fall. The initial model built within these constraints is119

that of a flat earth (rectangular). When children learn the culturally accepted model120

of a spherical earth, they try first to build synthetic mental models that fit this new121

knowledge with the constraints of the two presuppositions mentioned above. This122

leads some children to believe that the earth is spherical but that people live on a123

flat ground, deep inside this hollow sphere, as in an aquarium. A real understanding124

of the way that people can live on a sphere without falling needs a more radical125

process of conceptual change in which the core presuppositions of the framework126

theory are themselves revised.127

Carey’s (1985, 1991)conception of naive theories is close to Vosniadou’s. Con-128

ceptual change occurs in the course of development and can take on different forms:129

conceptual differentiation, conceptual co-alescence, change of type (reanalysis of130

properties and relations), or change in the core principles of a concept. Studies of131

children’s conceptions of matter have demonstrated such conceptual changes in132

the period between 4 and 12 years. For example, children do not at first differen-133

tiate the concepts of weight and density or the concepts of air and nothing. Later134

they must reconceptualize material objects in order to construct a model of matter135

as continuous and homogenous (Carey, 1991; Carey & Spelke, 1994).136

The third hypothesis bydiSessa (1993)takes the opposing view. He argues that137

novice learners’ knowledge of physical phenomena is not a logically organized138

structure that can be seen as a theory, but is more like knowledge in pieces. These139

pieces are p-prims (phenomenological primitives), i.e., shallow, self-explanatory140

interpretations of physical reality. They are phenomenological in the sense that141

they are responses to experienced and observed phenomena. They are specifically142

linked to these phenomena rather than being general or abstract, and their retrieval143

is thus mainly guided by surface features. They are primitive in the sense that144

they are self-evident to their holders and therefore require no further explana-145

tion. An example of a p-prim is people’s explanation of the fact that a vacuum146

cleaner’s motor speeds up when the end of the tube is covered. People attribute147

this phenomenon to the effort required from the motor to overcome the resistance148

generated by covering the end, whereas in reality, motor speeds up because there149

is less work to do because of decreased air resistance when the end is covered.150

This näıve explanation could be considered as a p-prim because it is not intercon-151

nected into a coherent structure with more general explanatory principles but it is152

related to the context experienced by people. In this example, the context is the153

effort people have experienced in their everyday life, when reacting to a resistance.154

Conceptual change is seen here as conceived as a reorganization that increases the155

internal coherence of p-prims. Because naive knowledge is considered to be made156

up of unrelated pieces, without naive theories or ontological categories structuring157

them through core principles or ontological constraints, there is no need to revise158
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such general principles. Moving from intuitive knowledge to expertise requires159

developing, refining, differentiating p-prims, and above all, subordinating them to160

the formal principles of physics. According to diSessa, this process of conceptual161

change is primarily the result of instruction.162

2. The present study163

The purpose of the study reported here is to shed light on two of the points164

of disagreement between the different theoretical conceptions summarized above.165

The first point pertains to the degree of organization or coherence of naive knowl-166

edge; the second concerns the mechanisms of conceptual change. These two points167

were explored here in naive representations of sound by children between the ages168

of 6 and 10 years old, a period when the scientific explanation of sound has not169

yet been taught in school.170

The first objective is to determine whether naive knowledge that children have171

about sound is fragmented and unorganized, asdiSessa (1993)contended, or struc-172

tured around core principles, either in the framework of ontological categories, as173

proposed byChi et al. (1994)andKeil (1989), or in the framework of naive theo-174

ries, as argued byCarey (1991)andVosniadou (1994). If, as suggested byChi et al.175

(1994)and demonstrated by Slotta, Chi, and Joran (1995), children and novices176

first assign physical processes to the ontological category of matter, they should177

begin by attributing the properties of objects to sounds. So, one way to find out if178

children’s knowledge of sound is organized around some core principles is to see179

if they coherently attribute to sounds the properties of one or the other ontolog-180

ical category, matter or processes. The object properties considered in this study181

were substantiality, weight, and permanence. To study the properties ascribed to182

processes, we looked into whether the children had an idea about the vibratory183

process responsible for the production and transmission of sounds, and whether184

they thought that a medium was necessary for transmission. We also examined185

the children’s representations of a sound’s trajectory to see if it was sequential186

or simultaneous, with sound going either only to people or going everywhere.187

Knowledge coherence across properties was examined by determining whether188

children jointly attribute to sound the different properties of matter or the different189

properties of processes.190

Our second objective is to investigate the mechanisms of conceptual change.191

If naive knowledge about sound is organized in terms of ontological categories,192

the concept of sound should first be assimilated by children into the ontological193

category of matter, as assumed byChi et al. (1994), before being assigned to the194

ontological category of processes. In this view, sound will possess all the attributes195

of the category to which it is assigned. In other words, if children assign sound196

to the ontological category of matter, then they should assign all the attributes197

of matter to sound. Similarly, if they assign sound to the ontological category of198

processes, then they should assign it all the attributes of processes. If concep-199
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tual change is really a reassignment of sound from the “matter” category to the200

“process” category, the shift should be relatively direct and sudden. If, on the other201

hand, knowledge is organized into naive theories, it should be coherent inside a202

domain, and as assumed byVosniadou (1992, 1994), the source of that coherence203

should be found in the explanatory core presuppositions underlying the mental204

models that children build in order to answer questions. In this case, conceptual205

change should be rather slow and gradual, and one should observe the coexistence206

of misconceptions and of culturally-transmitted scientific knowledge, at least for207

some developmental periods.208

3. Method209

3.1. Participants210

The participants were 89 children: 29 preschoolers (mean age 6 years, range211

5;4–6;4, 16 females and 13 males), 30 second graders (mean age 7 years 10 months,212

range 6;8–8;4, 14 females and 16 males), and 30 fourth graders (mean age 10 years,213

range 8;9–11, 14 females and 16 males). All of these children were attending a214

kindergarten or elementary school in Paris. They came from middle-class back-215

grounds.216

3.2. Procedure217

The children were questioned individually for approximately 30 min, using a218

semi-structured interview. They had to predict the outcome of experiments, justify219

their predictions, observe the outcomes, and explain the results observed. In other220

items, they had to judge productions of other children and to complete drawings.221

Their answers were recorded. For all children, the situations were presented in222

the following order: substantiality, trajectory, permanence, and weight. This order223

was selected in order to provide a logical progression of questions. For example,224

children had to think about how a sound is transmitted before thinking about its225

trajectory, permanence, or weight. Before being questioned, the children were told226

that they would conduct experiments and make observations with objects that make227

noise and sound (these two terms were used interchangeably during the interview).228

3.3. Materials229

3.3.1. Situation 1: substantiality2230

Substantiality refers to the fact that sound is assumed to be made of matter231

and thus cannot pass through solids. The experimenter told the children that they232

2 In order to shorten the paper, one part of the study, which dealt with consistency among items
within the property of substantiality has been deleted. In this part of the study, two other items were
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had probably already heard noise through walls at school or at home: “You have233

certainly already noticed that we can hear some noises through walls, for example,234

at school or at home, your upstairs or downstairs neighbors. Could you explain to235

me why we can hear the noise?”236

3.3.2. Situation 2: trajectory3237

A noise was made with a small box that imitated a cow’s mooing when it was238

turned over, and then a drawing (21 cm× 29.7 cm) depicting the box and three239

people all standing at the same distance from the box, was placed on the table by240

the experimenter. The children were asked to indicate on the drawing where the241

noise went, which path it took: “Look, this is an object that makes noise. You can242

try. Now I will show you a drawing on which you will draw where the noise goes,243

the path it takes.”244

3.3.3. Situation 3: permanence245

A noise was made by hitting together two pieces of wood. When the noise was246

not heard any more, the experimenter showed the children a drawing depicting the247

room in which they were located. She asked them to draw where the sound went248

in the room, and especially how far. If the children answered that the sound went249

out of the room, then she showed them other drawings depicting the school, the250

street, the city, etc. and the children had to continue drawing where the sound went.251

“When I hit these two pieces of wood, we hear a noise. On this drawing showing252

the room we’re in, draw what the noise does when I make it like this. Draw where253

the noise goes and especially how far it goes.” The children were asked if sound254

goes on forever, or if it stops and stays where it is, or if it disappears and ceases to255

exist.256

3.3.4. Situation 4: weight257

The children listened to the noise of a clock and then the experimenter asked258

the following question: “A child told me that the clock becomes a little bit lighter259

each time it makes noise. Do you think she is right or wrong? Why?”260

included. In the first one, the experimenter asked the children to predict whether they could hear the
noise of a clock if it were put inside of a metal box (prediction phase) and then, she enclosed really the
clock in the box and asked children if they could hear the noise with the box near their ears (observation
phase in which children heard the ticking noise through the box). In the second item, the same procedure
was repeated with a cardboard box. The results to these items showed that the belief that sounds cannot
pass through objects or can pass because there are holes was more frequent in the prediction phase of
the boxes situations, but of comparable frequencies in the observation phase. This part of the study can
be sent to readers who are interested in it.

3 The study of the trajectory of sound included three other drawings aimed at finding out whether
there was an effect of the presence or absence of people and of the number and location of those people
on children’s representation of the trajectory of sound: (1) the box with one person, (2) the box with
three people at different distances from the box, (3) the box alone. The results showed no significant
differences between the different drawings. This part of the study also can be sent to readers who are
interested in it.
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3.4. Scoring261

After having analyzed the entire set of explanations given by the children for262

each question, we categorized the responses according to whether or not they263

attributed to sound a given property of matter. A child’s answer to a given question264

was classified in only one category (the slight variations in the frequencies of265

children across tables is due to the few cases in which a response was lacking266

or impossible to assign to a category). Inter-rater reliability was assessed on a267

random sample of 30 interviews (10 from each grade). Agreement between the two268

independent judges was high (94%). The different scoring categories are presented269

in the results section.270

4. Results271

For each property examined (substantiality, trajectory, permanence, weight),272

the scoring categories will be given first, and then results for the effect of grade273

on children’s explanations will be presented. The results concerning coherence274

across properties will be given after the results for each property.275

4.1. Substantiality276

4.1.1. Scoring categories277

Four kinds of arguments were given as justifications for why we can or cannot278

hear noise.279

4.1.1.1. Noise is enclosed or there are holes.The children explained that we280

cannot hear noise because it is enclosed, or they said we can hear noise because281

it goes through holes. These holes could be visible (space under a door, cracks,282

keyhole) or microscopic. Some examples are “Noises go through the door other-283

wise they are a bit squeezed, pushed away” (Oli., preschool) and “There are small284

holes under the doors. Noises don’t go through if there are no doors, no windows.285

Otherwise, walls should have holes” (Cam., 2nd grade).286

4.1.2. Properties of the materials (see footnote 2)287

The children explained that we can or cannot hear noise depending on the288

properties of the materials, i.e., their hardness, their “strength.” Some examples of289

children’s explanations are “Metal, we can hear less than cardboard. Cardboard is290

lighter than metal. Metal is harder than cardboard. Sound can go through cardboard291

more than metal” (Amé., 2nd grade) and “Sound can be as strong as metal or a wall.292

Sometimes, you think the opposite but me, I believe that’s it” (Amé., 2nd grade).293

4.1.3. Sound is immaterial294

The children referred to the immaterial characteristic of sound. They compared295

it to a ghost or mentioned its invisibility or that it was of a different nature than296
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Table 1
Substantiality: argument frequencies in the observation phase of the wall situation, by grade

Preschool Second grade Fourth grade Total

Sound goes in holes 19 (79%) 10 (37%) 7 (26%) 36 (46%)
Properties of material 0 8 (30%) 4 (15%) 12 (15%)
Immateriality 4 (17%) 5 (18%) 8 (29.5%) 17 (22%)
Resonance, vibration 1 (4%) 4 (15%) 8 (29.5%) 13 (17%)

Total 24 (100%) 27 (100%) 27 (100%) 78 (100%)

their own body. Here are two examples: “Sound can go through even if there are297

no holes because it is invisible, as a ghost” (Ann., 2nd grade) and “Sound, it is not298

like us, it can go through anything” (Art., preschool).299

4.1.3.1. Resonance and vibration phenomena.The children used the terms “to300

resound” or “to vibrate” in a relevant and appropriate way to evoke sounds trans-301

mission, even if the scientific explanation was not known. An example is “They302

are vibrations. When it hits on something, it makes it vibrate, it transmits it and303

then, we hear them.”304

4.2. Results305

The significant effect of grade can be observed inTable 1(χ2(6) = 22.02,P <306

.01). Explanations referring to holes prevailed among the preschool children. This307

type of explanations regressed and was outnumbered by explanations about the308

relative strengths of materials in the second grade. These two arguments were still309

present in fourth grade, but in this group, arguments pertaining to the immaterial310

nature of sound or the role of vibration began to emerge.311

4.3. Trajectory312

4.3.1. Scoring categories313

Two things in particular were analyzed in the children’s drawings. The first was314

whether they represented sound as (1) going only to people or (2) also going else-315

where. The second was whether they represented sound as having (1) a sequential316

trajectory along which the sound goes successively from one place to another, or317

(2) a simultaneous trajectory where sound goes simultaneously to different places.318

Two examples of drawings are given inFig. 1.319

4.4. Results320

A clear developmental progress can be seen inTable 2(χ2(2) = 14.95, P <321

.001). Most fourth-grade children represented sound as going in all directions,322

whereas only one-third of the preschoolers had this kind of representation.323
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Fig. 1. Two examples of drawings: (a) sequential trajectory only to people; (b) simultaneous trajectory
in all directions.

A sequential representation of the trajectory was rare. Only some preschoolers324

(five) and second graders (one) represented sound as going successively from one325

location to another.326

4.4.1. Permanence327

The question here was to determine whether children think that sounds, as328

objects, continue to exist when they are no longer perceived.329

4.4.2. Scoring categories330

4.4.2.1. Animism. Answers were classified as animism when the children told a331

story about sound as if it were alive, with intentions. This kind of response was332

observed only in preschool children. Here is an example: “It still exists but we don’t333

know any more where it is. One day, it will not exist any more. All people have334

to die when they are too old” (Oli., preschool). Although we classified answers of335

this type as “animists,” the exact status of these responses is open to discussion.336

4.4.2.2. Permanence.Answers were classified in the permanence category when337

the children answered that sound would always exist. It was inferred that they338

assign permanence to sound, as in the following example: “It goes into the sky339

and it continues. It leaves with the air. It can go everywhere in the universe. It will340

always continue. It will always be with the air” (Ana., 2nd grade).341

Table 2
Trajectory: frequencies of different drawings, by grade

Preschool Second grade Fourth grade Total

Only to people 17 (63%) 12 (40%) 4 (13%) 33 (38%)
To people and elsewhere 10 (37%) 18 (60%) 26 (87%) 54 (62%)

Total 27 (100%) 30 (100%) 30 (100%) 87 (100%)
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4.4.2.3. No-permanence.Answers were classified in the no-permanence cate-342

gory when the children answered that sound disappeared, that it did not exist any343

more. Here are some examples: “At a moment, it doesn’t exist any more because344

air stopped to vibrate and it became normal air” (Pie., 4th grade). To explain that345

sound disappears, children used terms such as to scatter, to evaporate, to wear out:346

“I don’t think disappearing really exists because we have to leave some very small347

dust or a very small thing. Noise, it must be a little like air. It has to leave to go to348

another place. Maybe it can leave like that, I don’t know where. It is different from349

when we were hearing it. One day, this different form will not exist any more. It350

will always exist a small thing that remains noise. It is matter that’s not like air.351

Air, we feel when we go very fast and open the windows in a car. We feel air on352

our hands, not noise. We feel it but in another way. It is not a matter, whereas air is353

a matter which is felt” (Cyr, 4th grade). This example points out the ambiguity of354

the term “disappear.” Sound can totally disappear but it can also be transformed,355

leave, hide, etc. This child clearly evoked the problem raised by the apparent dis-356

appearance of matter, which is seen as necessarily leaving something, even a very357

small bit of dust. This example is also interesting as far as the nature of sound is358

concerned. This child thought that sound was not made of matter after all but he359

did not yet know what it was. He compared it to air, saying that it was different,360

that we feel it but in another way.361

4.5. Results362

For the preschool children, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the363

attribution of permanence because of the “animist” responses. Most of the second364

and fourth graders did not assign permanence to sound. A developmental trend365

was observed between preschool children and the others (Table 3) (χ2(2) = 17.71,366

P = .0001, with “animism” and permanence responses pooled).367

4.5.1. Weight368

Did the children think that sounds, as objects, have weight? Again, this question369

was explored in a situation in which the experimenter produced a sound with a370

clock and then said that some children believe that objects become a little bit lighter371

after emitting a sound. The child was asked if he/she agreed with this opinion and372

why.373

Table 3
Permanence: frequency of subjects who attributed or did not attribute the property to sound, by grade

Preschool Second grade Fourth grade Total

Animism 11 (38%) 0 0 11 (12%)
Permanence 7 (24%) 7 (23%) 4 (13%) 18 (20%)
No-permanence 11 (38%) 23 (77%) 26 (87%) 60 (68%)

Total 29 (100%) 30 (100%) 30 (100%) 89 (100%)
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4.6. Scoring categories374

Children’s responses were attributed to one of two response categories depend-375

ing on whether or not they assigned sound the property of weight.376

4.6.1. Weight377

In weight responses, to justify why they thought that objects become lighter378

when they emitted sounds, the children gave various explanations: sound can leave379

and come back into the object, objects wear out or lose small particles, objects lose380

weight when sound is intense but not when it is weak, and so on.381

4.6.2. No-weight382

In no-weight responses, to justify why they thought that objects did not become383

lighter, the children said that sound has no weight, or that there is always the same384

thing inside the object, otherwise it would become soft, light. Some children said385

that sound was nothing but air. Other children said that the weight of sound was386

insignificant.387

4.7. Results388

Few children (16%) attributed the property of weight to sound.Table 4shows389

that preschool children were more inclined to assign the property of weight to390

sound than were second and fourth graders. This developmental difference was391

significant (χ2(2) = 6.63,P < .05).392

4.7.1. Coherence among the different properties attributed to sound393

In Table 5, the substantiality category includes explanations about the presence394

of holes, and the relative strength of sound and of the material considered. The395

no-substantiality category includes explanations about immateriality, vibration,396

and resonance. For permanence and only for preschool children, animist responses397

were included in the permanence category.398

Variability across children decreased with development. In the fourth grade,399

50% of the children did not attribute any of matter’s property to sound. None of400

the children attributed all three properties. In second grade, the two predominant401

patterns were the one that attributes only substantiality to sound and the one that402

Table 4
Weight: frequency of subjects who attributed or did not attribute the property to sound, by grade

Preschool Second grade Fourth grade Total

Weight 8 (29%) 5 (17%) 1 (3%) 14 (16%)
No-weight 20 (71%) 24 (83%) 28 (97%) 72 (84%)

Total 28 (100%) 29 (100%) 29 (100%) 86 (100%)
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Table 5
Attribution of the properties of matter: frequency of the different patterns of attribution, by grade

Preschool Second grade Fourth grade Total

Substantiality–permanence–weight 3 (13%) 1 (4%) 0 4 (5%)
Substantiality–permanence–no-weight 7 (30%) 5 (19%) 1 (4%) 13 (17%)
Substantiality–no-permanence–no-weight 5 (22%) 8 (31%) 9 (35%) 22 (30%)
No-substantiality–no-permanence–

no-weight
2 (9%) 8 (31%) 13 (50%) 23 (31%)

Other patterns 6 (26%) 4 (15%) 3 (11%) 13 (17%)

Total 23 (100%) 26 (100%) 26 (100%) 75 (100%)

does not attribute any property of matter to sound. For the preschool children, 13%403

attributed all of the properties of matter to sound and only 9% did not attribute any.404

The most frequent pattern consisted of attributing substantiality and permanence405

to sound but not weight.406

As Table 5suggests, there was a strong hierarchical relationship between the407

three properties of matter attributed to sound. This relationship was quantified408

using a hierarchy index (HI) that compares the observed and expected errors based409

on a Guttman scale.4 This index was found to increase with development (HI= .48410

in preschool, .69 in grade 2, and .77 in grade 4). In other words, when the children411

attributed the property of weight to sound, they also attributed permanence and412

substantiality. Weight was the first property to be abandoned, then permanence,413

and finally substantiality.414

5. Discussion415

The goal of this study was to gather some empirical data on two points of416

disagreement between different views of conceptual development. The first point417

concerns the coherence of naive knowledge; the second concerns the mechanisms418

of conceptual change. The results on these two points will be summarized first and419

then discussed relative to the corresponding theoretical debates.420

Four situations were designed to assess which properties children attribute to421

the phenomenon of sound. Four properties of the ontological category of matter422

were studied: solidity or substantiality, permanence, weight, and trajectory.423

Concerning the observed coherence among the properties, we did not find two424

distinct groups of children, those who attribute all properties of matter to sound425

4 HI = 1 − (observed errors/expected errors). The number of observed errors was the number of
patterns observed in the sample that violated the expected hierarchy between the items. The number of
expected errors was the number of such errors that could be expected if the subjects in that sample had
answered at random. This index varies from 0 when there are as many errors as expected at random, to
1 when the items constitute a perfect Guttman scale (no observed error). This index was been proposed
by Longeot (1969).
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and those who do not attribute any of those properties to sound. The different prop-426

erties of matter seem to be attributed and abandoned in a hierarchical rather than427

synchronic way. Weight and permanence were the first properties to be abandoned.428

Substantiality seems to be most resistant and thus more central. Concerning weight,429

our results confirmed those obtained byCarey (1991): children less than 10 years430

old consider weight to be an accidental property of material entities. Consequently431

they can judge that an entity is material but does not have any weight.432

The developmental results pointed in the same direction. They showed that433

during the age period ranging from 6 to 10 years, the various properties of matter434

studied here (permanence, weight, trajectory, and substantiality) are attributed to435

sound less and less often as age increases, but that substantiality seems to be part436

of children’s representations for the longest time.437

At first glance, the various forms of inconsistency underlined above seem to438

support diSessa’s conception of naive knowledge. The variations could indeed be439

interpreted as an indication of knowledge in pieces, where different p-prims are440

activated according to the surface cues of the situation. An examination of the argu-441

ments used by children to justify their responses and the study of the developmental442

evolution of these arguments suggest another interpretation however. Relatively443

stable beliefs and presuppositions seem to underlie this apparent inconsistency.444

The observed variations in children’s predictions are to a great extent due to the445

synthetic mental models that will be outlined below, by which children reconcile446

the constraints of the presupposition of substantiality (a solid cannot cross another447

solid) and everyday experiences showing that sound can pass through some solids.448

These synthetic mental models, in the sense used by Vosniadou, enable children449

to believe that sound can pass through a solid if this solid has holes, or if it is450

less strong, or less hard than sound. As a whole, the variations observed in the451

children’s responses and arguments thus appear to be generally generated by the452

same mental model, but the different answers given depend upon what the child453

supposes about the presence or absence of holes or about the relative hardness of454

each material considered.455

Data showing a lack of consistency among the properties cannot be interpreted456

as corresponding to an absence of structure in naive knowledge. The fact that chil-457

dren do not attribute all the properties of the matter to sound or all the properties458

of processes in a synchronic way does not mean that naive knowledge is not struc-459

tured. The existence of a rather strong hierarchical relationship between properties460

speaks rather for a structured evolution of children’s representations, one in which461

the properties of matter cease to be attributed to sound in a fixed order. Our results462

concerning knowledge consistency are thus more compatible with conceptions463

which assume some structuring of naive knowledge, either by naive theories or by464

ontological categories, than with diSessa’s approach that knowledge is in pieces.465

The second purpose of this study was to examine two views of conceptual466

change, one proposing a process that reassigns a concept to a new category, the467

other suggesting a gradual process of revision of the presuppositions entrenched468

in naive theories.469
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From this point of view our results support partially Chi’s interpretation of470

misconceptions, according to which novices frequently assign to the ontological471

category of matter, physical phenomena which in fact belong to the ontological cat-472

egory of processes, in particular to the ontological subcategory “constraint-based473

interactions.” The results of this study on representations of sound between 6 and474

10 years of age point in the same direction as those of theSlotta et al. (1995)475

study on the concepts of electricity, heat, and light in ninth grade students with no476

background in physics.477

However, our results do not support other aspects of Chi’s approach to concep-478

tual change. The first reason is that the change that we observed does not seem as479

sudden and as complete as would be expected in the case of reassignment. Cer-480

tain properties of matter, like weight and permanence, appear to be abandoned481

long before others like substantiality, which seems to persist quite some time. This482

conceptual change thus seems to be a very gradual process, in which the different483

presuppositions linked to an ontology have different degrees of resistance, de-484

pending of their centrality. The second reason is that in this change, the concept of485

sound does not pass directly from the matter category to the process category. To486

the extent that the developmental trend can be inferred from cross-sectional obser-487

vations, children seem to acknowledge the immaterial character of sound before488

having understood that sound is produced by a process of vibration. Children ac-489

knowledge the existence of entities whose nature is different from that of physical490

objects, but they are only able to define this nature negatively: these entities do not491

have the properties of physical objects. Thus, children explain that sound is some-492

thing different from themselves, something transparent and invisible that can pass493

through walls as ghosts do. This suggests that perturbations, i.e., observations at494

odds with core beliefs, lead children to abandon or reformulate their beliefs rather495

than directly reassign the concept to another ontology. The picture of conceptual496

change in the case of sound seems thus to fit best with the idea that conceptual497

change occurs through the revision of beliefs entrenched in a naive theory. This498

does not mean that a concept can never be reassigned abruptly in another ontolog-499

ical category, but such a reassignment probably requires that the new ontological500

category exist beforehand. It is doubtful that the constraint-based-interaction cat-501

egory already exists at the age studied here. It is even doubtful that children can502

form this ontological category without formal instruction in physics.503

The theoretical framework proposed by Vosniadou thus seems appropriate to504

account for the evolution of the concept of sound in the period of age covered by505

this study. The following description of this evolution will focus mainly on the506

attribute of substantiality, both because this property appears to be maintained the507

longest and because it is the property for which we conducted the most detailed508

analyses. The different categories of explanations given by the children suggest509

five mental models, from which two or three naive theories can be inferred.510

The initial mental model seems to be a representation in which sound has the511

attribute of substantiality and thus cannot pass through other solids. This initial512

model (Model 1) was only observed in some children during the prediction phase513
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(see footnote 1). As soon as the child has to explain observations that, at first514

glance, are contradictory with this model (for example, the fact that sounds can515

be heard through some solids), one or the other of two synthetic mental models is516

built that preserve the core presupposition of substantiality. The first one (Model517

2) assumes that there are holes in solids, even when the holes are not visible, so518

that sounds can pass through. It is likely that the everyday experience children519

have with sand or water or anything passing through their fingers or through sieves520

underlies such analogical models. The second synthetic mental model (Model 3)521

assumes that a material object, here a sound, can pass through another solid if it is522

harder or stronger. It is likely, here also, that everyday experiences such as seeing523

a ball passing through a window pane or a pencil piercing a sheet of paper are524

possible sources of this analogy. This other synthetic model (Model 3) therefore525

makes an acceptable compromise between the observation that sounds can be526

heard through solids and the core presupposition of substantiality. The next mental527

model (Model 4) does not seem to be neither constrained by the presupposition of528

substantiality or by presuppositions about the ontological category of processes.529

It assumes that sound is transparent, invisible, and different in nature from objects530

and human beings. Some children refer to air, others refer to imaginary entities531

evoked in stories, such as ghosts, that have the power to pass through walls. The532

last mental model observed in this study (Model 5) is formulated in terms that are533

specific to sound transmission, such as vibrating or resonating. When they have534

to explain these terms, some children (but not all) describe a sequential process in535

which sound is transmitted by adjacency e.g., “When it hits something, it makes it536

vibrate, it transmits it, and then we hear it.” The distribution of these five mental537

models across the different school grades suggests that they are developmentally538

ordered. But one must keep in mind that this developmental trend was inferred539

from cross-sectional observations and needs to be verified in a longitudinal study.540

What are the naive theories that constrain these mental models? The first three541

models seem to be constrained by the presuppositions underlying the framework542

theory of matter (permanence, continuity, solidity, etc.), the beginnings of which543

are known to already be sketched in infants (Spelke, 1991). Mental models of sound544

would thus be constrained at this stage by the framework theory of matter. However,545

in everyday experiences, sound does not behave exactly like other “objects” so546

some adjustments must be made. In the case of sound, the first phase of conceptual547

change does not seem to involve the revision of the initial presuppositions but548

rather of the gradual giving up of those presuppositions. They remain valid, but549

gradually become reserved for true objects.550

This change seems to occur at two levels affecting the naive theory specific551

to sound on the one hand, and mental models on the other. The theory specific to552

sound seems to evolve following the abandonment of certain presuppositions about553

sound (weight, permanence) while others (substantiality) probably more central for554

the concept, are retained. In parallel, the construction of synthetic mental models555

makes the facts compatible with whatever presuppositions are maintained (i.e., if556

the sound cross through another solid, it is because there are holes).557
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It is difficult to say whether the fourth mental model (sound as an immaterial558

entity) is a synthetic model that still lies in the framework of a naive theory of matter,559

or if it is the expression of a new naive theory (theory of immaterial entities). We are560

inclined to favour the first interpretation. Children who give this type of explanation561

have observed that certain material entities do not have all of the potential properties562

of matter. They say that air, for example, which they can feel with their hands when563

they are in a car, is invisible. Why, after all, couldn’t some objects be invisible564

and also weight less, without substance. . . etc.? Socially-transmitted myths, like565

those concerning ghosts, can help them imagine such borderline cases. All things566

considered, it could be the ultimate stage of evolution of the first specific naive567

theory of sound, where sound retains nothing else of matter than its “essence,”568

after having lost all its attributes. . .569

The fifth and last mental model, in which children rely on terms such as reso-570

nance and vibration to explain the transmission of sound, may be the first model571

constrained by presuppositions rooted in a framework theory of processes. Never-572

theless, these presuppositions are clearly not yet those of the ontological category573

“constraint-based-interaction.”Chi (1997)considers that the ontological category574

of processes is subdivided into three subcategories, procedure, event, and CBI.575

The ontological attributes of procedures and events (“decomposable, having a be-576

ginning and an end, sequential or unidirectional, contingent or causal subevents,577

explicit goal, terminates,” p. 224) are very different from those of the CBI cate-578

gory (“no beginning or end, uniform in magnitude, simultaneous, multidirectional,579

non-causal, etc.”).580

According to Chi, one of the explanations of the difficulty that children have in581

understanding CBI processes is that, at the level of the surface’s cues, they have582

some of the attributes of events (e.g., a beginning and an end, a sequential and583

causal aspect), whereas the comprehension of a CBI phenomenon is possible only584

by taking into account interactions at the molecular level, which do not obey these585

constraints but obey those of CBI processes. In other words, the revision of the586

naive theory of sound which seems to start at around the age of 10, and attributes587

to sound some of the properties of processes, is not the final step, at least for those588

who hope to understand scientific models of sound transmission.589
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